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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MYDOUBLEDOUBLE ESTATE RESTRICTS NIGERIAN OPERATIONS
Abuja, Nigeria
MyDoubleDouble Estate has temporarily halted the estate development activities in
Sabon Lugbe, Abuja Nigeria. This unfortunate development became necessary
because of fraudulent land allocation activities affecting the original land purchase
documentations of five of the prospective Estate development sites in Abuja.
We currently have disputed land in the Abuja court and a recent ‘land grab’ event
now made it imperative to pause and push back against the “Abuja Land Cabal’ in a
way that would not put subscribers monies in jeopardy.
In recent past, more than 50 other estates in Abuja are victims of such corrupt land
dealings, resulting in hundreds of subscribers losing their investments, land and
properties. However, investments in MyDoubleDouble Estate are backed by an ironclad guarantee that ‘you cannot lose your money with us’.
Paul-Kayode Joash, President of MyDoubleDouble International the parent company
of MyDoubleDouble Estate had this to say, “We are delighted with the value system
undergirding this real estate operation (as well as all our business interests and
partnerships), where we guarantee all investments and subscribers funds in spite of
market conditions. Our policy is to embark on a full refund – no questions asked”.
MyDoubleDouble Estates’ legal counsel are duly engaged as well as reporting this
fraud to the relevant government agencies including The Nigerian Police,
Independent Corrupt Practices and Other Related Offences Commission (ICPC) and
the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC).
The management of MyDoubleDouble Estate is also reaching out to all subscribers
in agreeing the terms for their full refund of all monies paid, as the Abuja operation is
temporarily halted, with renewed focus to continue the development of the other
estates in Lagos and Ogun State.
About MyDoubleDouble Estate.
MyDoubleDouble Estate is the real estate arm of MyDoubleDouble International, a
peak performance organisation that is focused on ‘getting people from where they
are to where they want to be’ in life.
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